Chapter Achievement Awards

ACHIEVEMENT IN SCHOLARSHIP
This award recognizes chapters achieving a GPA at or above non-Fraternity and non-Sorority GPA respectively for Spring and Fall 2016

ACHIEVEMENT IN SERVICE
This award recognizes chapters for producing 30 or more average hours of community service per member for Spring and Fall 2016

ACHIEVEMENT IN PHILANTHROPY
This award recognizes chapters raising $175 or more average for charity per member for Spring and Fall 2016

ACHIEVEMENT IN INVOLVEMENT
This award recognizes chapters with 75% of their members involved in another registered USC student organization for Spring and Fall 2016

CHALLENGE THE PROCESS AWARD
This award is designed to recognize individual chapters that have sought out new opportunities, changed the status quo, and/or have demonstrated innovation and/or creativity in chapter programming where the chapter has “challenged the process.”

Recipients of this award are determined by a group of judges from a one-page essay nomination which details why the chapter is innovative and has “challenged the process.” Information should include historical basis or need for the change, how was the change initiated, and description of the change, including individuals affected by the change.

Deadline Wednesday, March 1, 2017

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP AWARD
This award recognizes a campus office or community group for their support of the Carolina Greek Community during 2015.

Recipients of this award are determined by a group of judges from a one-page essay nomination which details why this office or group has been a good partner with the Greek Community.

Deadline Wednesday, March 1, 2017